Abstract. We construct fuzzy signature neural networks where fuzzy signatures replace hidden neurons in a neural network similar to a radial basis function neural network. We investigated the properties of a naïve and a principled approach to fuzzy signature construction. The naïve approach provides very good results on benchmark datasets, but is outperformed by the principled approach when we approximate the noisy nature of real world datasets by randomly eliminating 20% of the data. The major benefit of the principled approach is to substantially improve robustness of the fuzzy signature neural networks we produce.
Introduction
Given k inputs, and at most T linguistic terms per dimension of X for the α-cover, the number of fuzzy rules covering X at least to α is |R| = O(T k ) which is very high, unless k is very small. The exponential explosion in rules is a major problem hindering the application of fuzzy techniques beyond control systems. We have previously developed and adapted techniques which partially address decreasing T, and of k (by rule interpolation and hierarchical rule bases respectively [1] [2] [3] . Encouraging results of our previous research give further motivation to continue along these lines, and to develop further new techniques that will be suitable for the solution of even harder problems.
We have developed two kinds of approaches to the exponential explosion. First, sparse hierarchical fuzzy systems reduce both T and k simultaneously by finding (topdown) sub-spaces in the data, which allows some dimensions and rules to be ignored. The use of sparse rule base allows proper fuzzy reasoning even if the rule set contains "gaps" [4] . For various technical reasons, eliminating dimensions and rules at the same time gives the best results from the produced rule bases and is at the same time the most efficient [5] .
The second is fuzzy signatures -constructing characteristic fuzzy structures, modelling the complex structure of the data points (bottom up) in a hierarchical manner. (a) As a vector a much reduced order of complexity, at the cost of m ques. res are vector valued fuzzy sets, where each vec r vector valued fuzzy set, and use aggregations to propag levels to high levels in the structures, resulting in effect ce. Such aggregations encompass the simple classic fu rations, but still maintain transparency of fuzzy reasonin be graphically represented by two structures, hierarch or, and a tree. Figure 1 below illustrates these two Fu ARS patient [6] , conveying the same information.
of two Fuzzy Signature structures for a SARS patient e Neural Networks network (FZSIGNN) is similar to a radial basis funct here the RBF neurons are replaced by fuzzy signat on is a fuzzy signature. RBF neural networks are faster n neural networks of a similar topology, as only the out uzzy version to be faster, since we would use fu h are rectilinear as opposed to the (usually Euclide ed by RBF networks. a particular fuzzy signature associated with it, and outp ut vector and fuzzy signature. This means that the input odified values read directly from input data. Hence, n input layers and hidden layers are constants. Therefo a the weights connected between hidden layer and out train these neural networks should be reduced due matrix, and eliminating the need to propagate errors ghts further from the output. 
Fuzzy Signature
In both of our techniques w not require users to specify flat clustering [7] . We use various heuristics to restrict the number of clusters to 5, and use the cluster centroids to generate fuzzy signatures. In the naïve approach, 2 to n-1 input variables are chosen at random with aggregation function chosen from the set { max, min, ave } by calculation of the max, min and ave of the membership values and selecting as aggregation function the one with the smallest standard deviation [8] . In our principled approach, we use genetic programming to select both the number of variables and the aggregation functions used. 
Results
Four datasets are used for evaluation, two of which are Salary problems from Gedeon [9] , one is Salary problem from Mendis [10] , and the rest are Cancer and Diabetes problems from University of California Irvine (UCI) [11] . Table 2 below shows the general information about these datasets. 
Dataset Properties

Clean Data
We first used our two approaches on the clean datasets with no changes. We provide average prediction performance results only for rough comparison between our two techniques, as such averages do not make sense in general. We can see that the naïve approach is worse on average, though on the simplest dataset (medium salary) it performs the best. On the hardest dataset (low salary) it performs the worst.
Damaged Data
We then used our two approaches on the datasets with 20% of the data omitted at random. On the hardest dataset (low salary) and on the diabetes dataset, the performance has decreased but on the other two dataset including the easiest dataset, the performance has actually increased. We believe this is due to elimination of some outliers from a dataset which otherwise has redundant data. We have seen such results in our previous work in heuristic pattern reduction and bimodal distribution removal. Overall, the principled approach is quite robust to the damaged data. The naïve approach has reduced performance quite significantly overall, but has retained its performance on one of the datasets.
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Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown our proposed approach to produce fuzzy signature neural networks, with both a naïve and a principled approach to construction of the fuzzy signature neurons. The principled approach is more expensive computationally but is robust in the face of significant damage to the datasets of 20% deletion at random.
On the other hand, the naïve approach is computationally cheap, and performed well on at least one dataset even with damage.
Our future work will include identifying the applicability conditions where the naïve approach can be expected to perform well, and further improvements of our principled approach including particularly reduction of the computational complexity -it may be possible in certain circumstances which we intend to delineate to replace the global search of the evolutionary approach we used with a local gradient descent search.
